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This thesis examines how computer programming and mathematics teaching converge in the presence of a revised mathematics curriculum for upper secondary education. The focus is on the stratified policy strategies deployed by the institutions, how teachers tactically navigated the tensions and contradictions that arose in their everyday teaching, and how these tactics later consolidated in practice. The empirical data for the study consist of interviews with mathematics teachers, unit plans, and other programming activities. The author also examines relevant policy documents, including the mathematics curriculum and the National Exams. By analyzing teachers' tactics and policy strategies, the thesis sheds light on the ways in which teachers adapted to the new curriculum and the challenges they faced in integrating programming into their mathematics instruction. This research aims to contribute to a critical understanding of the complex relationship between curriculum reforms, teachers, and the integration of programming in mathematics education. When mathematics teachers started integrating computer programming into their subject, two tactical approaches became evident: dual teaching and interspersed programming. These two tactics disclose different ontological commitments in relation to the strategies dictated by the curriculum and reflect a cardinal distinction between planning mathematics activities with elements of programming and planning programming activities with elements of mathematics. Over time, teachers' initial tactics were refined, updated, or discarded, yielding consolidated practices in the presence of programming technologies. This transition is characterized by acceptance of new practices rather than acceptance of new technologies. Recognizing these aspects can guide educators and curriculum designers towards a better understanding of the complexities and nuances involved in integrating programming into mathematics education. The results can inform more effective teaching practices and curriculum development that support meaningful integration and promote students' learning in mathematics with the help of programming.